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AGENDA

1. Understand the basics of altmetric data

2. Be familiar with sources of altmetric data & how to find it

3. Know how authors can use this data in their workflow

4. Be aware of how academic librarians can support 

altmetric data needs



WHY SHOULD WE CARE?

"That hallway conversation about a 
recent finding has moved to blogs and 

social networks" 

(Priem, Taraborelli,
Groth, Neylon, 2010)



A DEFINITION

“The most widely used term to describe 

alternative assessment metrics. Coined by Jason 

Priem in 2010, the term usually describes metrics 

that are alternative to the established citation 

counts and usage stats—and/or metrics about 

alternative research outputs, as opposed to 

journal articles.” 

(2014 NISO Alternative Metrics

Initiative Phase 1 White Paper)



2010: 
Altmetric: A 
Manifesto

2011: 
altmetrics11 

workshop

2011: 
Founding of 

Altmetric

2011:
Launch of 

Altmetric It! 
Bookmarklet

2012: 
Founding of 

Plum 
Analytics

2013: 
Launch of 

the Altmetric 
Top 100 List

2013: Launch 
of PlumX

2014: 1:AM 
Altmetrics 

Conference

2014: Launch of 
Altmetric for 
Institutions

2015: Launch of 
Scopus Article 

Metrics

2013: NISO Alternative 
Assessment Initiative

2015: Launch of 
Web of Science 

Usage Count Data

2015: Launch 
of Altmetric 

Ambassadors





WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?

Established metrics

• Total publications

• Total citations

• Average/mean 
number of citations

• Journal impact factor

Alternate metrics

• Tweets about research

• Facebook posts

• News mentions

• Blog posts

• Wikipedia mentions

• Attention to clinical 
trial study records

In between: Usage Statistics



ADVANTAGES

Elements of societal impact

Complements traditional metrics

Offers speed & discoverability

Open data advantage



DISADVANTAGES

No standard definition

Is not normalized

Time-dependent nature

Known tracking issues





FINDING ARTICLE-LEVEL DATA

Geared to Individual 
Use

• Free resources

Journal websites

Altmetric it! Bookmarklet

• Library Subscription

Scopus

• Individual Subscription

Impact Story

Geared to Institutional 
Use

• Subscription resources

Altmetric for Institutions

Plum Analytics



JOURNAL WEBSITES





ALTMETRIC IT! BOOKMARKLET





INSTITUTIONAL EXAMPLES

• University of Manchester

• Western University

• University of Pittsburgh

http://www.altmetric.com/blog/afimanchester/
http://www.schulich.uwo.ca/research/services/altmetric.html
https://plu.mx/pitt/g/


LIBRARIAN ROLE

• Being informed

Know the topic & tools

Understand connection to author workflow
• Publication profile, CV or résumé, advancement package, 

grant application, research proposal

• Sharing knowledge

Discuss when there are opportunities

Offer examples of good use

Highlight mindful use



CAPTURING ATTENTION

Has a specific article received any online attention?

Has it been mentioned by any news sites or blogs? 

Has anyone tweeted about it?

Who else is interested in the topic?

Also, how is the general public interacting with it?



Value to 
authors

Early 
engagement 

with 
research

Broad 
impact of 
research

Offers 
additional 
data point

Research 
translated 

into practice

Identify 
peers or 
possible 

collaborators



AVOID SIMPLY COUNTING!

Author, A. (2015). "Title." Journal name. doi:10.000/10.100x

Citations: 4 / Twitter mentions: 21 / Mendeley bookmarks: 

91 / Blog mentions: 12

(Duke, 2015)



MINDFUL USE

Author, A. (2015). "Title." Journal name. doi:10.000/10.100x

Paper covered by more than 100 media outlets worldwide, 

including The Wall Street Journal and The Guardian. 

Recommended on 12 research blogs, putting it in the 99th 

percentile of Biology publications published in 2015. Was 

described as "a breakthrough study on examples" by 

prominent genetics and evolution researcher Rosie Redfield.

(Duke, 2015)



THE TECHNOLOGY

http://www.altmetric.com/bookmarklet.php
http://api.altmetric.com/embeds.html


FOR AUTHORS

• Altmetrics in action: examples and feedback from data-savvy 
researchers

• Altmetrics in action: applications for researchers

• How I use altmetrics in my research proposals: a 
researcher’s account

• How to save time finding your “broader impacts” for grant 
applications

• 23 diverse metrics to use in your next grant application

• Altmetrics in higher education institutions: Three case studies

http://www.altmetric.com/blog/altmetrics-in-action-examples-and-feedback-from-data-savvy-researchers/
http://www.altmetric.com/blog/altmetrics-in-action-applications-for-researchers/
http://www.altmetric.com/blog/usingaltmetrics/
http://www.altmetric.com/blog/save-time-grant-applications/
http://www.altmetric.com/blog/metrics-grant-application/
https://winnower-production.s3.amazonaws.com/papers/291/v6/pdf/291-altmetrics-in-higher-education-institutions-three-case-studies.pdf


THE LANGUAGE

Mindful use

Snapshot of 
online attention

Elements 
of societal 

impact 
Trends

Context is 
everything

Meaningful 
data

Telling a 
story



BASKET OF MEASURES

Altmetrics
Citations

Usage



MINDFUL USE

1. Use altmetrics to complement other bibliometric measures 
(basket of measures!).

2. Use altmetrics when citations may not be helpful for 
understanding how a work is gaining attention.

3. Use altmetrics to better understand online attention 
surrounding a scholarly article, and not a work's full impact. 

4. Be aware that altmetric data is not normally peer-reviewed.

5. Do not compare altmetric data across disciplines! 



RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
• Altmetrics: A manifesto

• #altmetrics

• Altmetric blog

• Altmetrics for researchers (Duke University)

• Altmetrics research guide (University of Waterloo)

• Meaningful metrics: A 21st century librarian's guide to bibliometrics, 
altmetrics, and research impact by Robin Chin Roemer and Rachel 
Borchardt (2015 book)

• NISO Alternative Metrics Initiative Phase 1 White Paper

• Altmetrics in higher education institutions: Three case studies

• Riding the crest of the altmetrics wave: how librarians can help prepare 
faculty for the next generation of research impact metrics

• Validating online reference managers for scholarly impact measurement

• Do ‘altmetrics’ correlate with citations? Extensive comparison of 
altmetric indicators with citations from a multidisciplinary perspective

http://altmetrics.org/manifesto/
http://www.altmetric.com/blog/
http://guides.mclibrary.duke.edu/altmetrics
http://subjectguides.uwaterloo.ca/altmetrics
http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/13809/Altmetrics_project_phase1_white_paper.pdf
https://thewinnower.com/papers/altmetrics-in-higher-education-institutions-three-case-studies
http://crln.acrl.org/content/74/6/292.full
http://download.springer.com/static/pdf/589/art:10.1007/s11192-011-0580-x.pdf?originUrl=http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11192-011-0580-x&token2=exp=1453402935~acl=/static/pdf/589/art:10.1007/s11192-011-0580-x.pdf?originUrl%3Dhttp://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11192-011-0580-x*~hmac=7cf43f8e64d857a1c1e61e49267c526164aaa7b08bf6f00fb13230d4d3d9e80b
http://www.cwts.nl/pdf/cwts-wp-2014-001.pdf


Thank you!

lrbyl@uwaterloo.ca

shannon.gordon@uwaterloo.ca

mailto:lrbyl@uwaterloo.ca
mailto:shannon.gordon@uwaterloo.ca
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